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TITIAN TO VAN DYCK. The Face of the XVI Century

50 artworks, 50 stories, 50 emotions to relive the charm of the XVI 
Century. 

The exhibition entitled “Titian to Van Dyck” features a series 
of works by many leading artists of the Venetian scene 
between the 16th and 17th centuries.

This exhibition chronologically analyzes the Venetian painting 
and its evolution from Bellini’s tradition to Giorgione’s 
revolution, till the Baroque era.

The main themes of this exhibition are the Portraits, the faces, 
the emotions, and the expressions that from the canvases go 
straight to the spectator, making us trace back the artistic 
events of the 16th and 17th centuries. 

“Titian to Van Dyck” is an Artika production, curated by 
Ettore Merkel, sponsored by Ascotrade with the support of 
Confcommercio and Camera di Commercio of Treviso.

The protagonist of this project is Giuseppe Alessandra, 
collector and current owner of the 54 works on display.

THE
EXHIBITION



TITIAN VECELLIO. Portrait of a Gentleman, 1558



TITIAN TO VAN DYCK. The Face of the XVI Century

The exhibition is divided into six sections.
The first and the second include a large selection of works 
aimed at analyze Venetian paintings from the end of the fifte-
enth century to the end of the following century. From Bellini to 
Titian, this part of the exhibition highlights some of the major 
masters of the Venetian Renaissance such as Giorgione, Tiziano 
and Tintoretto, whose works are presented alongside with pain-
tings by artists who have worked in their shops (like Sebastiano 
del Piombo, Palma il Giovane and Lodovico Pozzoserrato).

The third and fourth sections deal with the artistic events hap-
pening during the same period of time in Lombardia and in the 
center of Italy.

The fifth section displays the artists from beyond the Alps, 
whose actions have influenced the visual arts in the Northern 
part of Italy. In this section the visitor can admire the amazing 
"Study of a Head" by Van Dyck.

The last part of the exhibition takes us through the Baroque 
period with Sebastiano Bombelli’s, Luca Giordano’s and others 
studios.

THE
SECTIONS



HANS VON AACHEN. Portrait of a Gentleman, 1585-87



Via Palestro 33/35, Treviso
TITIAN TO VAN DYCK. The Face of the XVI Century

 
SCHEDULE
monday to friday: 09 - 18
saturday, sunday and feast days: 10 - 20
24, 31 December: 09 - 18; 01 January: 14 - 20; closed on Christmas Day
Closed on Monday, exception made for guided tours when booked in 
advance

TICKETS
full: € 12,00
reduced: € 10,00
special reduction: € 8,00 (6 to 18 years old)
groups: € 10,00 (min. 10 people)
family ticket: € 8,00 each (min. 2 adults and 1 under age)
free: under 6, journalist, tourist guides, disabled people

AUDIOGUIDE
€ 2,00

GUIDED TOURS
in addition to the entrance ticket, it is mandatory to book it
museum guide: € 80 (max. 25 people)
foreign language: € 100,00
with your own guide: € 30 (microphone’s fee)

INFO
p: +39 0422 513150
mail: mostre@artikaeventi.com
web: www.artikaeventi.com

CASA DEI 
CARRARESI



ANTOON VAN DYCK. Study of a Head, 1613-21
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